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1 Basic information about the test kit
1.1 Complex symptoms — the bigger picture
It is rare for a patient to come to a complementary medical practice with only one symptom.
Instead it is common for symptoms to be complex and the clinical picture unclear, with patients
often suffering from multiclausal ailments.
This increases the suffering for the patient, can extend the duration of the therapy and complicate the therapist-patient relationship. For complex symptoms it is therefore often necessary to
look at the bigger picture.
The test kit ´Control and Metabolism´ enables the therapist to find energetic disturbances
within these complex cases.

The test kit supports with:
•
•
•

finding energetic disorders
recognizing the relationships between complex symptoms
influencing the detected energetic disorders therapeutically

1.2 Control cycles in the case of complex symptoms
Control centers have influence on an entire system. In a medical sense we are speaking about
the influence on a whole organism. The central control organ is the brain and it carries out and
supports various tasks with its different structures and control cycles.
This overarching control system coordinates a wide variety of processes. It effects not only the
central and peripheral nervous system and hormone system, but is also crucial for the biophysical processes of the meridian system. Depending on how these processes and controls change, disease patterns can manifest on any of the so-called “seven levels”, from the spiritual
to the physical level.
This in turn influences the “seven control organs” of the brain. These control organs are comparable to a conductor, who sets the rhythm for the orchestra. By testing and treating the
“seven control organs” primary regulation centers can be reached and thus compensated for.
The “cause ampules” support a holistic approach to complex symptoms by providing indications as to the disease background. They also provide indications for further testing and can
be used therapeutically in addition.
The metabolic processes in the organism are of major importance for the recover and maintenance of the patient´s health. With a comprehensive understanding of metabolic disorders,
it is possible to grasp complex complaints in their entirety and influence them therapeutically.
Metabolic processes and their influencing factors are therefore considered from different
perspectives. This includes eating types, weight loss support as well as general metabolic
processes.
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2 Testing and therapy
2.1 Application for testing
The ampules of this test kit should be tested with therapy type “A”. Program 192.0 is
suitable for testing.

2.2 Application for therapy
After testing, program 192.0 can also be used for therapy. However it should only be
used for individual ampules. Please also test the time and amplification.
Program sequence 10327 is recommended for therapy with several ampules. Here
the time and amplification do not need to be tested!
In addition, all ampules can also be used to accompany the therapy in the second
channel.

3 Description of the ampules
3.1 “The seven control organs”
These ampules enable the testing and therapy of energetic disorders within the various structures and functions of the brain.
The corpus callosum acts as an information mediator between
the left and right parts of the brain. A disturbance here will always
lead to an energetic blockage which effects the information flow
of the whole organism. This blockage is also known as a laterality
disorder. It is not uncommon during pre-puberty and can have a
wide variety of effects.
For example:
•

thinking and memory problems

•

attention and concentration difficulties

•

problems with handedness

•

sleep disorders

•

chronic tiredness and fatigue syndrome

•

ADHD

•

reading and spelling difficulties (dyslexia)

The epiphysis, also known as the pineal gland, is where the neuro-hormone melatonin is produced. Melatonin controls the sleep/wake rhythm and has a significant involvement in disorders such as:
•
•
•
•

depression
sleep disorders
dysmenorrhea
disorders related to lactation (L-psychosis, L-amenorrhea).
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The pituitary gland, is controlled by the hypothalamus. With this the brain regulates the release of important hormones which in turn influence metabolism, reproduction and growth (e.g.
GH, LH, ACTH, TSH).
It is also referred to as the “emotional gland” because stress during puberty as well as premenstrual syndrome can be attributed to it.
The hypothalamus regulates the body´s vegetative functions. It is here that the control hormones are formed and it is thus the highest endocrine and vegetative authority. The following
complaints can all be attributed to a malfunction of the hypothalamus:
•

mycosis

•

allergies

•

endocrine regulatory disorders

•

chronic polyarthritis

The limbic system is used to process emotions and in combination with other areas of the
brain controls instinctive behavior. It can be the source of numerous diseases that are associated with a change in nature.
Emotions can develop into conflicts and the emotional experience and reactions can change
significantly. The limbic area is also closely linked to neurasthenia and is becoming increasingly important when considering therapeutic measures.
The medulla oblongata is also known as the elongated spinal cord. Among other things, breathing, saliva and tears are regulated here. In addition the swallowing and vomiting centers
can be found in the medulla oblongata. The cause of the following complaints can often be
found here:
•

central breathing or swallowing problems

•

visual disturbances

•

neuralgia

•

sensitivity disorders

The medulla oblongata acts as a neuronal switching station and thus plays a major role in the
development of systemic diseases.
The thalamus, also called the “gateway to consciousness” is involved in motor reactions and
psycho-reflections. As an interface point for optical and acoustical nerve pathways, it coordinates all sensory impressions such as tenderness (pain), sense of temperature, balance and taste.
Affective reactions such as pleasure and reluctance can also have their origin here. Likewise
sensitivity disorders, pain and loss of vision can be attributed to disorders of the thalamus.
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3.2 “The seven levels”
These ampules enable testing and access to the level at which the
disease has manifested itself. Blockages on one or more level can
be determined and treated.
The ampules can either be used with program sequence 10327
(stabilization A) or in channel 2 as support for BICOM therapy.
Emotional, physical and psychological blockages can be differentiated. Support on the energetic or spiritual level is also possible.

3.3 “The cause ampules”
These ampules provide information on the possible triggers of
diseases or complaints. They provide a starting point for further
diagnostic and therapeutic work.
The ampules can either be used with program sequence 10327
(stabilization A) or in channel 2 as support for BICOM therapy.
If for example the ampule “food intolerance” tests, then the basic
test kit A can be used to test the individual food ampules.
If for example the ampule “nutrient deficit” tests, then orthomolecular substances or the BICOM programs for nutrient therapy can be
tested.
In the case for example of menopausal symptoms, the “menopause”
ampule can be placed in the channel 2 cup during the treatment.
Many BICOM programs are available for this type of therapy.
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3.4 “The eating type ampules”
These ampules describe different eating types and relate to the psychological behavior patterns that control this eating behavior. Similar to Bach Flowers, they describe a complex psychological and emotional character for the respective eating types. The ampules can be used
to determine an “eating type” (in additional the patient´s nutritional history) which can then be
integrated into the counselling and therapy in a targeted manner. The ampules can also be run
in channel 2 as part of the therapy.
The ampules can either be used with program sequence 10327 (stabilization A) or in channel 2
as support for BICOM therapy.
1. Suppression eater:
This type of eater eats when worried or afraid. A feeling of security is
enhanced by the feeling of fullness.
2. Depression eater:
This type of eater feels weak and unmotivated. The only thing they
try to do is eat. This is in order to experience a short term feeling of
satisfaction. Due to a lack of exercise and an inability to do something
for themselves, physical consequences quickly arise.
3. Loneliness eater:
Due to many single households, many people feel lonely and on their
own. To compensation for this feeling of loneliness, this type of eater
will eat unconsciously. They will often eat unhealthy ready meals and
cook and eat large portions, due to a longingness for company.
4. Leftover eater:
This type of eater has a guilty conscience if even a small remnant goes
into the trash. As a result, they will often eat beyond hunger so that
there is nothing left. They also lack a healthy feeling for hunger and
fullness. They will have been overweight all their lives and have difficulties breaking out of this pattern.
5. Frustration eater:
This type of eater quickly builds up frustration, anger and feelings of
failure if something goes wrong or does not develop as intended. In
order to endure this, they will greedily reach for food. A feeling of fullness helps them to cope with frustration and anger, but in retrospect
creates the feeling of failure all over again.
6. Jealousy eater:
This type of eater and behavior is found especially in large families
where there are many siblings. As a child one is mindful of their own
needs and does not like to share. In general, large portions are taken
to ensure that one gets enough. This is maintained until adulthood
and in some cases this type of person does also not grant others
things on other emotional levels. They will force themselves to eat
too much at every meal, because this is the only way in which they
can ensure satisfaction.
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7. Pleasure eater:
This type of eater sees food as an enjoyment and will not want to give it up, even if it is at the
expense of their health. Their sense of taste will be over-evaluated, often at the expense of
interpersonal connections and other sensual pleasures. In order to gorge they need only
themselves. When visiting others, the promise of an opulent meal is often the decisive factor.
8. Habit eater:
For this type of eater hunger hardly plays a role because eating is always possible. They will try
to ensure that there is always something there, to be picked up in passing, even when they are
not hungry. Often they will not be aware of what they have eaten all day.
9. Compensation eater:
This type of eater punishes or unconsciously rewards themselves with food. It doesn´t matter
if it is in relation to an emotional argument, a shock or a successful job. They eat to suppress
unpleasant things or to celebrate or reward themselves for what they have achieved. Compensating themselves will be evident in all situations.
10. Boredom eater:
This type of eater uses food as a past time when there is nothing going on in their life. This can
be due to a lack of mental workload or a lack of enthusiasm. Food is the only way that this person feels a sense of achievement. Of course this can never be compared with physical activity,
which a boredom eater also commonly isn’t involved in.
11. Resignation eater:
This type of eater is convinced that whenever they start something it will always go wrong
anyway. Here the “law of attraction” applies. In their view however the responsibility for what
happens does not lay in their hands. The only thing this type of eater can control is their own
eating behavior. This leads to extremes in either direction.
12. Stress eater:
This type of eater always turns to food when they feel overwhelmed. They eat to be able to
deal with pressure, because chewing releases excess adrenaline. Food and often alcohol are
needed to withstand the pressures of everyday life.
13. Failure eater:
A feeling of inferiority can be the result of feeling that one cannot cope with their own tasks
and problems. This type of eater eats in order to calm down and achieve a sense of security,
because they cannot fail in this task. One can easily distract themselves from their fears with
food.
14. Rage eater:
This type of eater would like to crush anything and anyone. From a symbolic point of view, this
also happens with their food. The rage-eater is harming themselves because the teeth can be
effected if chewing is too vigorous. The feeling of fullness can also be effected because they
will eat until feelings of anger are reduced. Nocturnal teeth grinding is also common to this
type of eater.
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3.5 “The weight loss ampules”
These ampules contain important information to help patients to lose weight. The ampules
“Weight loss 1-6” are a very good accompanying treatment for weight loss, especially as a
supplement to a change of diet.
The ampules can either be used with program sequence 10327 (stabilization A) or in channel 2
as support for BICOM weight loss therapy.
Weight loss 1:
This ampule contains frequency patterns, which help to optimize
the metabolism and support with, amongst others:
•

the removal of waste products

•

heavy metal elimination

•

the breakdown of fat cells

Weight loss 2:
This ampule contains frequency patterns which are, amongst others,
helpful for:
•

counteracting stomach acidity

•

stabilizing the acid-base balance

•

regulating metabolic disorders

Weight loss 3:
This ampule contains frequency patterns which are, amongst others,
helpful for:
•

underactive thyroid and parathyroid glands

•

disorders of the pancreatic adrenal glands

Weight loss 4:
This ampule contains frequency patterns which are, amongst others,
helpful for:
•

Miasmas

•

vaccination stress

•

blocking the feeling of fullness

•

withdrawal symptoms

Weight loss 5:
This ampule contains frequency patterns which are, amongst others,
helpful for:
•

an anti-hunger feeling

•

addiction

•

excretion

Weight loss 6:
This ampule contains frequency patterns which are, amongst others,
helpful for:
•

strengthening the will to lose weight

•

dropsy (swelling of soft tissues due to excess water)
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3.6 “The metabolism ampules”
The “metabolism ampules” help to compensate for incorrectly regulated metabolic
processes and support the overall metabolic system. Testing of the ampules also provides an indication of which additional therapeutic measures are necessary.
The ampules can either be used with program sequence 10327 (stabilization A) or in
channel 2 as support for BICOM weight loss therapy.

Optimize amino acid metabolism:
This ampule contains, amongst others, the frequency information of important amino
acids and helps in optimizing the amino acid metabolism
Balance cholesterol:
This ampule contains, amongst others, the frequency information of HDL and LDL
cholesterol receptors, for support with oxidation, deposition processes and enzyme
activities.
De-acidify acid-alkaline balance:
This ampule contains, amongst others, frequency information for stabilizing the
acid-base balance and the excretion of organic acids.
Optimize collagen metabolism:
This ampule contains, amongst others, the frequency information for collagenosis
activities, the activation of tissue enzymes as well as much more for helping collagen
metabolism.
Regulate pancreatic function:
This ampule contains, amongst others, the frequency information for functional
regulation of the pancreas and indicates a weakness here.
Regulate water metabolism:
This ampule contains, amongst others, the frequency information for the harmonization
and stabilization of water balance (e.g. water retention) and water balance hormones.
It supports with the improvement of water excretion.
Balance acidosis:
This ampule contains, amongst others, frequency information for regulation in case
of general acidity due to different causes (metabolic, psychological, respiratory,
azotemic).
Optimize bowel absorption:
This ampule contains, amongst others, the frequency information for bile acid
absorption disorders, bowel cleansing, malabsorption, bowel dysbiosis and the
enteral nervous system.
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Regulate enzyme activity:
This ampule contains, amongst others, the frequency information of alkaline phosphatase, the vitamin C cycle and co-enzymes. It is helpful in the case of allergies due to
enzyme deficiency and for balancing the digestive enzymes. It will help with achieving
better activation and absorption of the enzymes.
Balance carbohydrate:
This ampule contains, amongst others, the frequency information for carbohydrate
metabolism and the breakdown of carbohydrates.
Improve responsiveness:
This ampule contains, amongst others, the frequency information about “permanent
stress behavior” and can be used to release energetic blockages, optimize regeneration and dissolve psychosomatic blockages.
Optimize cell metabolism:
This ampule contains, amongst others, the frequency information for cell respiration,
cell structure and cell metabolism. In addition it includes information for balancing
cytokines and the extracellular fluid as well as cell dysfunction.
Organize biochemical system:
This ampule contains, amongst others, the frequency information for the biochemical
system, biorhythm and the bio-plasm field.
Balance protein metabolism:
This ampule contains, amongst others, the frequency information for promoting protein
metabolism, optimizing protein tolerance and for protein storage.
Balance lipid metabolism:
This ampule contains, amongst others, the frequency information for fat metabolism,
fatty acid biosynthesis and fast absorption disorders.
Balance metabolic syndrome:
This ampule contains, amongst others, the frequency information for blood pressure
regulation, insulin and glucagon balance, insulin resistance, insulin level and obesity.
Improve sleep rhythm:
This ampule contains, amongst others, the frequency information for the sleep-wake
rhythm, for deep sleep, for the organ clock and sleep disorders.
Relieve metabolism:
This ampule contains, amongst others, the frequency information for the degradation
of toxic substances and metabolic waste products, metabolic disorders and the
regulation of metabolic acids.
Detoxify intercellular tissue:
This ampules contains, amongst others, the frequency information for the “Pischinger
system” and activates the lymphatic flow, loosens lymphatic blockages and supports
the tissue cleaning process.
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